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Parliamentary information, legislative archive and
publications
Library collection development and catalogue

UIP
Parliamentary information, institutional archives and
publications Office
• Collects data from parliamentary documents and feeds institution
databases (MPs register, draft bills, Official journal, Non-legislative
procedures and Documents)
• Collects all parliamentary documentation in electronic format from
other depts & from external Printing service and feeds the
Institutional digital repository
• Publishes the pdf format of documents & proceedings on the
Senate website, making them available on mobile devices
• Manages other publications edited by the Senate (books, ebooks
etc.)

Point of view (1)

These activities
are at the very
end of
parliamentary
documentation
workflow &
deeply affected
by:

Technologies used in
previous phases
(quality & information
richness of documents,
e.g. metadata)
 Technology available for
indexing
 Technology available for
publishing


Point of view (2)





As a curator I’m
supposed to be
pragmatic & strongly
involved in everyday
management of
documents

Point of view (3)

As a curator (& not being
an ICT technician) I’m
allowed to prospect new
goals and to imagine
new solutions asking the
specialists to translate
theories into a
technological tool

Avoid duplication in
parliamentary
documentation
processing activities
 Saving human resources
 Saving money by
fostering paperless
documents circulation
 Saving money by doing
most things inhouse


This strong
technology
demand is
aimed to
achieve these
goals:

Goals to achieve: management

transparency and
intelligibility of documents
(contents & layout)
 Searchability (access keys;
contents display)
 Syndetic structure corpora
allowing rich web surfing
experience
 Information self service


This strong
technology
demand is
aimed to
achieve these
goals:

Transparency doesn’t mean simply to put
everything on the web, but attains to how you
offer these contents to citizens.

Goals to achieve: citizens




Digital repository
Parliamentary activity databases
◦ Draft bills
◦ TESEO




Normattiva: portal of Italian legislation
Heritage: Parliamentary documents of
Italian Kingdom Senate (1848-1946)

Focusing on …









Managed by Alfresco,
open source CMS,
customized
Ingestion of PDF
documents produced
inhouse (e.g. minutes
of plenary debates) or
outhouse (“prePrinting” Service, e.g.
amendments)
Record creation with
indexes based on data
on cover page
Widespread
publication on website
(all pages of interest)

Critical issues




Staff duplicates data (copy &
paste of text; selection of values
from menu etc.) introducing errors
Round coverage needed to
provide immediate indexing &
publishing
http://senato.it/static/bgt/UltimiAtt
i/index.html

Future development


Automatic processing of PDF
through metadata embedded in the
document cover page, making the
digital file self-describing. Metadata
could come from automatic textual
analysis of cover page powered as
pdf is pushed to repository.

Digital repository

Data are manually copied in
index fields (duplication,
errors, delay)
Solution requested:
Automatic ingestion of
metadata from document
cover page

Digital repository

Managed by Java based
applications developed

inhouse
 Draft bills database covers
both the Senate & the
Chamber of Deputies
 All databases are
interconnected
(Composition of the house,
Draft bills, Official journal, 
Non–legislative procedures
and documents)
 Updated from 0 to 24 hours
after the session of the
plenary/commitee


Critical issues
Databases feeded mostly
through human reading
and analysis of reports
(Plenary minutes and
Commitees proceedings)
Limited use of metadata
for automatic indexing

Parliamentary databases

• Speeches loaded
automatically from xml
proceeding
• Explanation of vote
implemented manually

Future development
• All information intended
to be indexed should be
tagged properly from
the origin
• Automatic textual
analysis of declarations
of vote to get contrary,
abstained, favorable
statement

Parliamentary databases



In the Draft
legislation
database each bill
is indexed by
subject matter
using TESEO
(SEnate
ThEsaurus for the
Organization of
parliamentary
records) at least
twice

TESEO

1)on the original text
submitted to one of
the Houses
2)on the amended text
forwarded to the
other house for a
second reading
3)and so on until the
final text is approved

The myth of
Theseus and the
Minotaur

In this example, the first
reading of Government
bill n. 4310, on urgent
security provisions for
cities, takes place in the
Chamber of Deputies.

TESEO

• The first step of the
indexing process is
the search for
precedents of bills on
the same subject.
• The second step is
the text analysis (by
human reading). If
it contains references
to laws or other legal
texts, it is necessary
to search for the text
of the referenced
provision, in order to
reach its textual
meaning.



If the text being analyzed is in html
format, it is possible to employ a tool that
parsers the text and shows automatically
such references as links to the relevant
electronic archive

TESEO: references to laws

Next step is the actual
description of the contents of
the bill, using the Teseo
descriptors.
 By browsing and selecting
the appropriate terms on the
lists we link those terms to
the text fact sheet
 The bills indexing is
performed on two levels: a
limited number of more
generic terms is used to
describe the bill as a whole
(level DDL Teseo); the
second level describes the
contents of each article
(level ARTICOLI Teseo).


TESEO

TESEO

The image shows
the terms that have
been selected for
our bill. Two of
them (in this case
Urban centres and
Public Order) have
been moved to the
top of the screen to
describe the
subject of the
entire bill. In the
bottom half are the
terms that describe
the content of each
article, with the
number of the
articles involved
and sometimes, for
more complex
texts, even of
single paragraphs.





If the bill is forwarded to the Senate
again, the "old" descriptors are
automatically uploaded to the new
reading of the bill but the text analysis
is repeated, taking into account the
amendments approved
The result of indexing in the bill fact
sheet:
http://www.senato.it/leg/17/BGT/Schede/
Ddliter/47841.htm

TESEO



Critical issues:

◦ This activity is extremely valuable, but highly costly
in terms of human resources
◦ considering the amount of documentation to be
treated it can easily become unaffordable



Future development:

◦ Automatic textual analysis of draft legislation by a
tool that
 reads & comprehends the special language of
legislation (is it natural?)
 Learns from existing knowledge base, from human
teaching and from machine learning

◦ convergence towards a more shared Thesaurus like
EuroVoc (mapping TESEO-EuroVoc)

TESEO

Interpellations,
questions and
motions are
closer to natural
language

Automatic assignation of semantic descriptors to
questions, motions & interrogations (moved from
TESEO to EuroVoc)

Cogito at the Chamber of Deputies



Critical issues
◦ descriptors are relevant but not always
referring to the very central topics
◦ human supervision & revision needed
◦ Strong human need for training the system
◦ 70% of documentation on provisional
classification with disclaimer



Future development
◦ Mapping EuroVoc-TESEO to uniform the
database (TESEO up to the early 2000)
◦ train the system with decades of earlier
classification

Cogito at the Chamber of Deputies





Critical issues:
In a few
 No subject matter research
months all
available
Future developments:
legislation
descriptors in last
from 1861 on  TESEO
phase of parliamentary
Each law
discussion of draft bill
applied to the published law
preserved in
(available from 1991)
its orginal text  Automatic semantic
indexing of pre-1991 laws
and in all
through a system trained by
following
TESEO Knowledgebase
versions

Normattiva.
The portal to Italian legislation




130.000 pages minutes of debates
180.000 pages draft bills & documents

Historical heritage
Italian Kingdom Senate
parliamentary records (1848-1946)

Critical issues
 Amount of pages vs human resources
available
 OCR full of errors due to ancient typeface
 Detailed marking requested for better
enhancement of historical content
Future solutions
 Trained optical character recognition
 Linguistic analysis & automatic revision of
OCR
 Automatic entity recognition & extraction
(names, dates etc.) & indexing based on
controlled lists.

Historical heritage

Thank you
Questions to
manuela.ruisi@senato.it
www.senato.it
www.senato.it/sitostorico
http://dati.senato.it
https://github.com/SenatoDellaRepubblica/AkomaNtosoBulk
Data
www.akomantoso.org

